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Human influence has 
warmed the climate at 
a rate that is 
unprecedented in at 
least the last 2000 
years

Figure SPM.1 
IPCC AR6, 
2021

How has climate changed and how do we know what is causing 
it?
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How has climate 
changed in Arizona?

Temperatures 

Precipitation 

https://statesummaries.ncics.org/chapter/az/



How has climate 
changed in Tucson?

Tucson Annual Average Temperature

Tucson Annual Total Precipitation

https://cales.arizona.edu/climate/misc/stations/calYear/Tucson%20Area/stationHistory.html



Tucson Climate: 
2023

https://cales.arizona.edu/climate/misc/stations/index.html



Record breaking 
temperatures – July 2023

https://berkeleyearth.org/july-2023-temperature-update/
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Record breaking 
temperatures – July 2023



Why so warm so fast this year?



https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00177-3

How might climate 
change into the future?



Highly unlikely

Unlikely

Likely

Arizona has warmed 
1.4 C (2.5 F) since 
1900

How might climate 
change into the future?

IPCC AR6, 2021

Climate Projections



Hausfather, Oct. 13, 2023 https://www.nytimes.com/2023/10/13/opinion/climate-change-excessive-heat-2023.html



https://statesummaries.ncics.org/chapter/az/

(CMIP5 Models)

Less likely

More likely

Temperature Projections for Arizona 



Heat extremes scale with level of warming

IPCC Figure (2021) 11.11.

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_Chapter_11.pdf


Closing thoughts
• Climate, especially temperatures, are changing at all scales from global to 

local
• Rising global temperatures are increasing the risk of local temperature 

extremes, especially in the summer
• Mitigation measures (e.g. move towards renewable energy) are gradually 

reducing GHG emissions making extreme climate scenarios unlikely
• But, heat extremes are likely to occur more frequently even with more 

moderate emission scenarios
• Need to continue to mitigate GHGs as well as adapt to changing conditions 

(e.g. heat extremes)



Thanks!

crimmins@arizona.edu
http://cals.arizona.edu/climate

@mike_crimmins
https://www.climas.arizona.edu/
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